The Modern Political Tea Party Movement
I’ve always wondered why the new Tea Party has never amounted to anything...
I’ve finally figured it out... it must be because they only
waved tea bags and not also spoons... without a spoon,
they were unable to stir themselves to actually DO
SOMETHING other than like useless idiots waving
little tea bags, showing that they have no more
power than someone dangling limpy by his neck
in a noose. Yes, the enemy (corrupt politicians)
who has no qualms about starting wars and
killing hundreds of thousands of people...
the enemy who is in the business of assassinations and ruining peoples’ lives,
the corrupt politicians who live high on
the hog and insulate themselves from the public and try to
take away the peoples guns and ability of self-defense, while
importing MILLIONS of savage aliens and putting them on a tax-payer funded breeding program, while at the time time having their own ARMED security forces and
body guards... I am just sure that those corrupt politicians were “shaking in their boots”
when they saw the tea partiers waving little tea bags in the air and smiling. I even remember one
silly woman having a few dozen tea bags hanging all around the brim of her hat as if her head was
a chandelier or a fancy lamp shade. Criminals don’t recognize ideology—they only understand
force. Rather than shaking in their boots, I think they were shaking all over while rolling on the
ground in laughter! Thomas Jefferson expressed, “What country can preserve its liberties if its
rulers are not warned from time to time that this people preserve the spirit of resistance?” and
“Resistance to tyrants is obedience to God.... The tree of liberty must be refreshed from time to
time with the blood of patriots and tyrants.... God forbid that we should ever be twenty years
without such rebellion.” However, “rebellion” here is a poor word choice; it is the corrupt politicians who are in rebellion, and when the people “resist” the “rebellion” it is quashing a rebellion, not being rebellious.

